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PR Committee decides
against YAT election
investigation the students deserve" Intner
said that he felt that the commit-
tee should have inquired to a
greater degree.
The Public Relations Commit- Dupee says that she is satis-
tee has decided not to investi- fiedwiththedecisionofthecom-
gate allegations of illegal cam- mittee.
paigning in the Young Alumni Brenner said that he under-
Trustee (YAT) election. The de- stood why concerns were raised.
cision was made because the al- "I think that it was unfortu-
leged infractions did not di- nate and I think that it
rectly violate the r ~. w~s a simple .cas~of
Book policy regard- rmscornmuruca tion
ing the solicitation . between my oppo-
of votes by phone.' nents," he com-
According to <ccz> mented. "The conclu-
Jesse Roberts, pub- sions of my oppo-
lie relations direc- nentswere valid given
tOI, the committee 1€ information that
heard suspicions zhad."
that write-in candidate Glen Roberts said that the current
Brenner was making phone calls policy necessitated this decision.
to secure votes. But after talking "Given the specific guidelines
to Brenner, Roberts said that the approved by the Assemory this
only phone calls made occurred year and given C-Book guide-
before he had officially become lines, the Elections Board feItthat
a candidate. Brenner explained the election could not be sus-
that he was calling his friends to pended or invalidated and that
see ifhe had a chance of winning the candidate could not be pe-
the position. nalized or disqualified without
The guidelines approved this specific evidence of a violation
year by the assembly state that of campaign rules," said Rob-
"campaigning begins any time erts.
after a candidate declares his! He did, however, voice con-
her self-nomination." In other cern over the fact that the cur-
words, the rule prohibiting can- rent policy allows for phone
didates from using phone calls campaigning before the official
as a means of campaigning did candidacy is declared.
not apply to Brenner until he "It obviously creates a loop-
signed up to run. hole that could be abused in the
The matter was formally future," said Roberts. "Whether
brought to the PR Committee in itwas now ornot is irrelevant. It
the form of a letter submitted by should be addressed by next
seniors William Intner and Lisa year's PR Director. Specifically,
Dupee. They were concerned we should state that campaign-
that because of the close nature ing and candidacy go hand in
of the race, any kind of hand whether declared or not."
inpropriety would have a large Roberts added that campaign-
impact on the outcome. ing in the run-off election has
"It is important that elections been informally suspended uri-
processes be conducted in a til Tuesday to allow time for
manner that is beyond re- anyone who has proof of any
proach," said Intner. "It's what wrongdoing to come forward.
By Jenny Barron
EDITOR IN CHIEF
SGA EXECUTIVE BOARD/YAT ELECTION RESULTS
(229 votes were obtained in the YAT election with 170 needed
for quorum. In the Executive Board election it was closer with 747
votes in and 743 needed.)
Public Relations Director.
Sam Foreman
YAT run-off:
Lisa Paone
Glen Brenner
Ryan Poirier j-Board Chair:
Becky Watt
President:
John Biancur Chair of Residential Life:
Amy Nemser
Vice President:
Mike Brown SAC Chair:
Craig McClure
Chair of Academic Affairs:
Maya Perry
photo by EvaM Coppolal Photography Editor
Natalie Hildt addresses members of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
as well as Waterford town officials and Millstone critics in a packed Town
Hall.
Conn Students Respond
to Millslone 'safety issues
By Andris Zobs
THE COLLEGE VOICE
Approximately one month
ago, SAVE (Students Against
Violence to the Environment)
estimated that as little as 20 per-
cent of the college community
was aware that the Millstone
Nuclear Power Station even ex-
isted, let alone was in violation
of procedural regulations for
over 20 years. Things have
changed at Connecticut College
thanks to an awareness drive
led by SAYE. Coinciding with
intensive national media cover-
age, SAVE has taken an excep-
tionally active role in educating
the campus community about
Millstone and the numerous al-
legations made in the past year
(that the plant has been oper·
ated unsafely,ofdeceptiveman-
agement on behalf of Northeast
Utilities, the principle owner of
Millstone, and a failure of the
Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
sion to respond to the violations.)
As a result of the increased
awareness, SAVE was able to
obtain approximately 1000 sig-
natures for apetition 'in support
of nuclear safety' calling for in-
vestigation into the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.
Armed with the support of the
college community, Natalie
Hildt, a member of SAVE that
has taken a particularly active
role in informing and organiz-
ing the community, was able to
have her name added to a list of
speakers to testify at a Nuclear
RegulatoryCornmissionhearing
meant to address safety concerns
regarding the plant.
The hearing, on April 8th at
the Waterford Town Hall, was
attended by over 200 people
there to take sides in this ongo-
ing national debate. The hear-
ing, described as "very emo-
tional" by Hildt gave over SO
people the opportunity to di-
rectly address the Nuclear Regu-
latory Commission either insu p-
port of or opposition to the ac-
tivities ofNortheast Utilities and
the Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission.
Hildt, speaking "as a repre-
sentative of the nearly 1000
members of the college commu-
nity that signed a petition for
nuclear safety" spoke for almost
three minutes about the failure
of the Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission to properly regulate a
potentially disastrous plant.
Speaking towards the end of the
5 hour hearing to a select panel
of Nuclear Regulatory officials
she said "I am here ... demand-
ing investigations into the NRC
in the interest of worker and
public safety and to warn you
(NRC) that there has been an
awakening of consciousness and
activism at Connecticut College
and across the country."
This came after the shocking
testimony ofGeorge Galatis and
George Betencourt. Both former
high-ranking engineers at Mill-
stone, Galatis and Betencourt
were primarily responsible for
c:om;tlued OIl paKe 4
I Finance
I process to be
overhauled
by Jenny Barron
EDITOR IN CHJEF
After overhauling the way in
which club constitutions are
approved, SGA is tackling a sec-
ond key process affecting stu-
dent organizations. For the past
two weeks, debate and discus-
sion have centered around the
finance process. The Assembly
will vote on proposed changes
to the process this week.
Taking observations from the
Intercollegiate Finance Confer-
ence hosted by the college, the
Finance Committee began ex-
amining the current process and
formulating suggestions for
what they call the "ideal pro-
cess." These suggestions were
presented to the Assembly by
Alex Cote, SGA vice president.
The cote of the new process
would be the b'£ea.\Un'i;d.own 0\
all events into the categories of
traditional and non-traditional.
Cote explained that the Finance
Committee usually allocates ap-
proximately the same amount
for traditional events each year.
He suggested that the p(ocess
would be made simpler by stan-
dardizing the alloca tion for these
events so that clubs to not have
to submit detailed budgets for
them every year.
Events would be classified by
the Assembly with a list of tradi-
tional events being revised at
the beginning of each year. A
proposal by a member of As-
sembly would remove or add an
event to that list.
Another key suggested
change to the process would be
the exemption of classes from
participation in the finance pro--
cess. Each class would be given
a set percentage of the fund.
Reasons cited for this change
include that classes have the
most fundraising potential and
that they are the only clubs with
the guaranteed safety net of the
class gift account in the case of
debt or surplus.
Among the more hotly de-
bated ideas were whether the
new process should be based on
semester budgets or event-by-
event requests.
Dan Shedd said that by allo-
cating money event by event,
there would be added flexibility
for clubs to come up with ideas
for events throughout the year.
Cote suggested that this
method would shift the focus of
the process to events instead of
clubs; the events have the most
direct impact on the campus. He
continued ml paRe 4
Halogen Lamp ban a mistake
how this came about.
Catherine WoodBrooks, dean of stu-
dent life,commented that "neither Chris-
tine [Cyr Goodwyn, director of residen-
rial life] nor I implemented this rule."
So, residen ts cankeep using their Halo-
gen lamps in their dorm rooms.butques-
tions still remain about the safety of the
lamps.
On Saturday, September 16, 1995, a
tapestry tacked to a sophomore's wall
fell on her halogen lamp and started a
fire. This was not the first fire caused by
a halogen lamp on this campus.
According to the New London Fire
Marshall, halogen lamps reach very high
temperatures and can easily begin fires if
tipped over or touching a highly flam-
mable material.
By Rebecca Libert
NE\\'S EDITOR
The Connecticut College campus has
been delighted and thrilled with the new
"C-Book." It supplies not only the rules
and regulations of the old C-Book, but a
wealth of other important information.
However, confusion arose when the new
book was found to contain a ban on the
halogen lamps used by many students to
light their rooms. .
However, Conn students won't be in
the dark next year, because the prohibi-
tion ofhalogen lamps by the new C-Book
isa falsehood. Halogen lamps were listed
in the Residence Hall regulations pro-
hibited/ restricted items section, but the
Office of Student Life does not know
photo by Evan Coppola/ Photography Editor
Halogen lamp safety was first brought into question after a fire in a student's room first
semester. The fire was 'he result of 'he extreme heat generated by halogen bulbs igniting a
tapestry that came in contact with the lamp.
The Camel Heard
"I better start drinking this morning before the hangover kicks in." - over-
heard Sunday morning.
"This is a most unfortunate culinary offering." - a student discovers dinner
at Harris
"I'm sterilizing my underwear." - heard on the third floor of KB.
"You know, Play - doh is almost entirely edible." - from Branford.
"I can't afford the afterlile, it's too expensive." - heard outside Branford.
"If you feel a bulge, go for it" - overheard in car headed for New York City
by someone who forgot his wallet.
I "Hop on the bed, baby." - overheard in a crowded studying room.
MYSTIC'S ARMY NAVYSTORE
Downtown Mystic
Army & Navy Surplus Clothing
belts - berets - bandanas - backpacks & more!
Sunday - Saturday: 9am - 9pm
Fax & Notary Services
(860) -536-1877
37 West Main Street
photo by Tom Thorpe! Photographer
Court's out or session: The tennis court adjacent to the Flickinger tennis courts have been
removed after sale to a private owner.
Platform Tennis court disappears
by Ashley Stevens
THE COLLEGE VOICE
Wondering what happened to the ten-
nis court behind Cro? You know, the
single court separated from the others,
the one you walked by and never saw
anyone use, the one you knew wasn't a
regular tennis court but then didn't re-
ally care? Or maybe you were one of the
few who used it and miss it now that it
has disappeared.
BobMalekoff, director ofathletics, sold
the court two years ago due to a lack of
interest in its use, and it has taken until
now for the new owner to pick it up, Last
year, three or four students raised con-
cerns over selling the court, charging
that Malekoff's action was coming as a
surprise. Infact, Malekoff had been talk-
ing to coaches, other schools, the head of
SGA, and the Physical Education Stu-
dent Advisory Board about selling he
court since his arrival at Conn four years
ago. Minimal interest was shown in its
use, and minimal concern was expressed
about its disappearance.
The area is rumored to be the future
spot of a small park, a senior gift from the
Class of '95.
Voice Radio News takes top
honors in regional contest
analysis by John McFadden, professor of
government, Rabbi Aaron Rosenberg,
associate chaplain of the college, a Conn
student who attended the rally at which
Rabin was killed, and a former member
of the elite Israeli guard assigned to pro-
tect Rabin. Ths show was anchored by
Hertzan, Savino, and Weinreich and was
produced and written by Barron.
"It's nice to see the hard work and
dedication of the Voice Radio News staff
recognized beyond the broadcast range
of WCNI and by professional journal-
ists," said Hertzan of the achievement.
The show is broadcast on WCNI91.1 FM
on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at
5:30pm.
Voice Radio News will now go on to
compete on thenationallevel, where they
will be matched with winners from 11
other regions. The national winners will
be honored at a national convention to be
held in Washingt DC· S temberon, m ep
* $200 - $500 WEEKLY * Drivers Wanted StudentsOver 120Americanmanufacturersneed Extra Income for '95
Sell GOOD HUMOR ice cream you to assembleproductsat home.
Mailing travel brochures. No from I of our vending trucks. Circuitboards,jewelry,holiday Earn $500 - $1000 weekly
experience necessary. For Work outdoors this summer, be decorations,etc.Earn $280 to $652 stuffing envelopes. For
information send a self- your own boss. Routes available weekly. Part time/fulltime. Experience details, RUSH $1.00 with
addressed stamped envelope to: In your area. Earn $650 - $950 unnecessary/willtrain. SASE to"
weekly, male or female. Apply You're paidweekly.
Universal Travel NOW, not in May. Call Monday-
P.O. Box 610188 Saturday, 9-3pm only.
Call1-602·680-7444 Ext.lOOIC Group Five
Miami, FL 33261 1-203-366-2641 57 Greentree Drive, Suite 307
Dover DE 19901
~ 2' , ." '
Jenny Barron
EDITOR IN CHlEF
Voice Radio News was awarded first
place in the Society of Professional Jour-
nalists' Mark of Excellence competition
last weekend. The tri-weekly news show
captured the top spot for in-depth radio
reporting. The award was given for the
group's coverage of the aftermath of the
assasination of Israeli Prime Minister
Yitzak Rabin earlier this year.
Morgan Hertzan, news director, Jenny
Barron, executive producer, Eden Savino,
anchor, and Dan Weinreich, anchor, were
honored at the Mark of Excellence lun-
cheon in New Brunswick, NJ on Satur-
day. Schools from Maine, New Hamp-
shire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, Connecticut, New York,New Jer-
sey, and eastern Pennsylvania competed
in the contest.
Voice Radio's wining entry contained
Silent no more, fear no
more; a week of
remembering
THE COLLEGE VOICE NEWS TUESDAY, APRIL 9,1996
People sometimes find statistics im-
personal and unconvincing, but the
Women's Center found a powerful way
to represent a week of awareness of
women's issues. The Center sponsored a
Clothesline display in the library which
contained t-shirts that represented sur-
vivors of sexual assaualt and domestic
violence., .., According to senior Megan Prigram,
SOUTH SHORE LANDING co-chair of "Silent no more.fear no more,"
a week of awareness and empowerment,
SELF STORAGE
the clothesline display was a part of the
- Women's Center Awareness week. "It is
somewhat similar to the AIDS quilt in
that is a way to remember the survivors
of assault," said Prigram.
The Women's Center received 40 t-
shirts from the Connecticut Coalition
Against Domestic Violence in Hartford
and made some of their own with the
help of the Women's Center in New Lon-
don. Each t-srurt. represents a person,
each corer a diH.e:ren\type 0\ assau.\'-and..
each shirt is made by a survivor, except
the white ones which represent women
who have died as a result of violence.
Prigram said that this type of display is
important because it can be hard for
people tobelieve statistics but ithitshome
with this display as it represents indi-
viduals.
But the Clothesline display was just
one facet of the week. Also included were
workshops on safer sex and self-defense,
poetry readings, a folk-singer and the
Take Back the Night March. On Monday,
the Women's Center attem pted to have a
campus wide moment of silence at noon
as a way to begin the week. According to
Prigram, professors were sent notes and
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
..-+--1-1--1: REMEMBER... :
",-+-+--+--1 • •
L.....-JL.....-JL.....-JI.--J • Health Services is not open during the summer so anyone •
mistress 36 Took the prize • •19Away from SSW 37 Gabriel's ilk • needing to pick up supplies must do so by the following •
22 AIC meas. 39 Carnival
23 Tank fill attractions' dates: •
24 Same old 40 Christiania • •
same-old 41 Wield a teaspoon. •
25 ~b~~.eblotter 42 ~~lly • Birth Control Pills ···..··········May3, 1996 •
2276BF,nrs·be
t
State: 43 Gratis • Medical Records · May 10, 1996 •
44 Maze runner's •
28 ~~~~heonette goal • Allergy Serum & Records May 10, 1996 •
45 Frog genus •
29~~~~~a%i:fly :~~r=~h~ • Pap Smear Appointments April26, 1996 •
of baseball's hole job • •
Carl31 ·Yes, Virginia..." • Thanks for planning ahead to avoid any •
newspaper • .' •
34Wisconsin city. inconvenience to YOU. •
35Conked out See Allswers all p. 4. • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
photo by Tom Thorpe! Tire College Voice
Dozens of students rallied outside of Cro for the "Take Back the Night" march held Thursday
evening.
230 SHORE ROAD, OLD LYME
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES FOR
CONN COLLEGE STUDENTS
CALL ALISON AT 440-3370 OR 434-5023
MAY THRU LABOR DAY
•• FLAT FEE - NO DEPOSIT ••
5x5 75.00
lOxlO 200.00
5xlO
lOx15
130.00
250.00
5x15
lOx20
150.00
300_00
LIMITED AVAILABILITY
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS EARLY
King Crossword
10 112 4ACROSS
1Hardly the
elite type?
5 Mandible
8 Funnyman
Foxx
12 Do nothing
13 Prior to
14Met melody
15 Arabian
sultanate
16Miles from
Massachusetts?
18 Siblings
20 Words from
pen pals?
21 Republicans,now 0
22 Bikini part
23 AorF
26 Contingency
flier
30 Diving bird
31 Old French coin
32 Guidonian
note
33 Seinfeld's
specialty
36 Strauss piece
38 Still, in
verse
39 Nancy's man
40 Actor Milo
43 Acts the stoolie.
maybe
47 Par
49 Midterm, e.g.
50"Mona -"
51 Itsy-bitsy
52 Flooring,
for short
53The right start?
S4Bandleader
Brown
55Unescorted
47
DOWN
1 Fall into a
comfychair
2"- Camera"
3 Despite
4 Virgilianepic
5 Witticisms
6 Crafts' mates
7 "Isn't it
rich?Are-
pair?"
8 Unit of
measurement
about 57.3
degrees
9 Green acres
10Floppy, for one
11 Morse noises
17 ASia's
asked to stop class at noontime and ob- -
serve a moment of silence. Prigram said
it was a moment of silence, to break the
silence.
Shouts of "No means no," "People
unite, take back the night," and "What-
ever Iwear, wherever Igo, yes means yes
and no means no," could be heard across
campus during the Take Back the Night
March, an evening to support survivors
of sexual assault.
Prigram explained that these marches
are intended to be empowering and that
traditionally the marchers go to the dark-
est areas on campus because those are
places where women are often afraid to
go alone. She added that Conn's march
usually goes to the spot behind Cro that
is one of the darkest places on campus.
After marching around campus the
evening continued in the form of a Speak
Out. The Speak Out gives survivors a
chance to talk about their assault. It is
usually held outside but because of the
weather it was held in the Crew's Nest.
PIigram said that they strived te main-
tam an outside atInospnere by c\ear1n'E,
awa"f a\\ the cha\.'l:s and. Kee,?\.n~ 't.b.e
candles lit.
Rape Crisis Counselors wearing white
arm bands were on hand to talk to survi-
vors after the Speak Out and Laura
Hesslein, director of counseling services,
was available as well.
"It is an evening of support for survi-
vors and secondary survivors, people
who have been affected by the assault of
someone in their life," said Prigram. She
added that it is important to support
those who are secondary survivors be-
cause 50 many people know people who
have been assaulted. "Just about every-
body knows somebody who has been
assaulted, whether they are aware of it or
not," said Prigram.
by Michelle Ronayne
EDITOR IN CHIEF EMER1TA
)
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Millstone
c01l1tnu~dfmm pag~ }
bringing the safety violations to light
despite attempts by ortheast Utilities
to cover them up. Attorney Earnest
Hadly, working in conjunction with
Galatis and Betencourt called for the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission to com-
pletely suspend Millstone's operating li-
cense because of their failure to abide by
a safety report issued a t its opening, inac-
curate and incomplete reporting to the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission and
Northeast Utilities failure to investigate
the allegations made by Calatis. North-
east Utilities Attorney Dave Repka
claimed that their was "no willful at-
tempt to deceive" on behalf of Northeast
Utilities therefore entitling them to the
right to remain in operation.
In fact, spokesman for Northeast Utili-
ties continue to claim that "it's not the
case that the plant wasn't safe" and that
it is simply a "problem with regulatory
compliance." This claim comes in de-
spite of the fact that overwhelming evi-
dence has been brought forth to the con-
trary which was sumrharized by Hadly
at the hearing.
.In the meantime all three Millstone
reactors remain shut down. Amidst
speculation that Millstone 1 will never be
reopened, the Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission, bowing to public pressure, has
ordered a total shutdown that could now
last past the summer due to the fact that
Northeast Utilities has failed to prove to
the NRC that \t can operate within com-
?uanc.e.0\ tneu l:e~\at\.()n.s.
The debate surrounding Millstone has
provided those against the use of nuclear
po:-,er with poignant ammunition. Many
claim that the use of nuclear power will
never be safe. Professor William Niering
of the Environmental Studies program
on campus expressed his "concern over
long term storage of waste" and went on
to say "until we solve the problems fu-
ture generations will have to deal with"
nuclear power is not "environmentally
sound,"
Answers to
King Crossword
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Pregnant?
Need someone to talk to?
* Free Pregnancy Tests *
* Immediate Results *
* Confidential *
WOMEN HELPING WOMEN
Finance process
ct.HlliJtu~dfmm ptJg~ I
added that this would also enable the
committee to ensure that clubs spend
their allocations on the budgeted events.
"When we give money to a club, we
have no guarantee that the money will be
spent there [on specific events]," said
Cote.
Mark Hoffman, director of student ac-
tivities, added that one of the biggest
frustrations with the current process is
that clubs have to plan for the entire year
in advance.
The Assembly also discussed how this
change would affect the campus wide
referendum on the budget.
"1 don't think it's very necessary any-
more," conunented Damon Krieger, sena-
tor of KB. "Constituents should be using
their representatives more effectively."
Jesse Roberts, public relations director,
disagreed saying that he thinks the vote
is very important.
"To remove a campus vote on the bud-
get process would greatly hinder the
campus's right to speak out on a crucial
issue," said Roberts.
It was suggested that a campus vote
could be held on the traditional events,
but that the event by event allocations
would be left up 10 the Finance Commit-
tee.
Other suggestions included making it
mandatory for a member of the Student
Activities Council (SAC) to sit on the
Finance Committee, exempting SAC from
the process in the same way that classes
would be exempted, and looking at cam-
pus media groups in a different way in
terms of financial dependency.
PREGNANCY SUPPORT CENTER
402 Long Hill Road
Groton, CT
(203) 448-2990
Books
TIiE GHOST ROAD, by Pat Barker
(Dutton: $21.95). "The subject of it is
War, and the pity of War." That line
from the preface to British poet Wilfred
Owen's posthumously published "Po-
ems" sums up this hauntingly infectious
novel. Itisastory of World War I, yet the
conflict intrudes only briefly during the
latter months of the four-year struggle.
It is a work of fiction, yet one of the two
major protagonists was an actual being
(as were Owen and other figures). It
offers an insight into the psychic effects
of battle, yet most of the characters ap-
pear fairly normal in the irrationality of
armed aggression. Perhaps most of all it
emphasizes the futility of war as ex-
pressed in the word "Shotvarfet," the
cry of a dying officer, which one ob-
server finally realizes means, "It's not
worth it."
Lt. Billy Prior and Dr. William Riv-
ers are from dissimilar backgrounds in a
Britain where caste still counts. How-
ever, the working-class Prior breaches
that class distinction. Though coarse and
with an unbridled bisexual libido, Prior
nonetheless serves heroically at the front
until invalided to a war hospital, where
he is treated for shell shock by Dr. Rivers
(the historical being). The doctor has his
own personal dilemma, repairing the
battered only to send them back to the
brutality of the trenches. How each man
faces his demons provides taut drama in
a prize-winning finale to Miss Barker's
memorably crafted World War I series
("Regeneration" and "The Eye in the
Door").--By Ralph Hollenbeck
I Tune into WeNI News 91.1 FM
Health & Nutrition
By Judith Sheldon
WHERE'S THE BEEF? Mad Cow
Syndrome, a condition that has affected
English livestock off and on for years,
may be linked to a similar condition in
human beings that involves brain tissue
developing the same spongy quality. As
a result, countries thatformerly imported
British beef have stopped doing so. In
Britain, there has been some talk about
killing the herds to halt the spread of the
disease. Ironically, Mad Cow Syndrome
was first diagnosed in sheep in England
where it's been standard practice to feed
the ground up bodies of dead sheep to
cattle. In this country, it's not a common
practice to feed dead cattle cows to live
ones. But there is some indication that
cattle who succumb to the so-called
Downer Cow illness are also turned into'
cattle feed. If this is true, it would facili-
tate the passing of a contagion from a
single animal to a herd. This practice is
not only foolish from a health standard,
but is ethically unconscionable; we should
not turn herbivores into cannibalistic car-
nivores. Also, the digestive systems of
herbivores, keep ingested food in the
body for long periods, making ideal con-
ditions for contagion to take hold. Carni-
vores with shorter intestines, pass food
out of the body more quickly.
GO SLOW: There's a campaign go-
ing on to pressure the Food and Drug
Administration to shorten its mandatory
testing periods for drugs and medical
device:. Tllefact~s that while some people
may die because they didn't get a new
drug or device in time, more people could
die or be seriously hurt by drugs or de-
vices that weren't tested as thoroughly as
they should have been. Don't let your
emotions cloud you to the·economics of
the situation. Tell your congress person
to vote to allow the FDA to continue
doing the job that kept our country from
being part of the thalidomide tragedy of
some 25 years ago when women in Eu-
rope who took the sedative gave birth to
terrible deformed, often limbless, chil-
dren.
TEACH ENGLISH IN KOREA -
Positions available monthly. B.A
or B.S. degree required.
US$18,500 - $23,400/yr.
Accomodation & round-trip
airfare provided. Send Resume,
copyof diploma and copy of
passport to: Bok Ji Corporation,
Chun Bang Bldg., 154-13
Samsung Dong, Kang Nam Gu,
Seoul, Koprea 135-090.
TEL: 011-82-2-555-JOBS (5627
FAX: 011-82-2-552-4FAX (4329)
Mexico/Caribbean $189 RT
Europe $169 OW
& Domestic Destinations
Cheap II
IF YOU CAN BEAT THESE
PRICES START YOUR OWN
DAMN AIRLINE.
Air-Tech, Ltd. 2121219-7000
info@aerotech.com
http://campus .netlaerotech
October 25, 1995
(case # 16)
accused: Student A and Student B
accuser: Campus Safety
charges: Verbal abuse, failure to com-
ply with college regulation, and inap-
propriate conduct.
evidence: The accused were advised
to leave. They yelled something at cam-
pus safety and then mooned campus
safety officer. Refused to show college
identification to the campus safety offic-
ers.
discussion: Both of the accused say
they did not yell profanities at the cam-
pus safety officers. Student A refused to
show his ID once and them complied.
Student B refused to show his ID a couple
of times and them handed it over with
much complaining. Student A sees how
his actions could be seen as inappropri-
ate but he feels campus safety was de-
serving of being mooned.
decision:
for: against:
Student B-
guilty of failure to comply:
8 0 0
not guilty of verbal abuse:
8 0 0
Student A-
not uilty of verbal abuse:
-8 0 0
not guilty of failure to
comply:
8 0 0
guilty of inappropriate
behavior:
8 0 0
reason: Student B did give campus.
safety a hard time about showing his.ID
and refused to show it for quite a while.
Student A does not see that what he did
was wrong and feels that campus safety
deserved to be mooned.
recommendation: The board feels that
Student B should receive a letter of cen-
abstain:
sure.
for: against:
8 0 0
Student A will receive a letter of cen-
sure and must complete one work shift (3
hours) with dinning services by Thanks-
giving break.
for: agains t:
5 1 2
Mike Steinburg '98 feels that a letter
would have been enough and that the
actions Student A took was simply free-
dom of expression andwithin his bounds.
jennifer McCreary '98 was not com- .
fortable voting either way.
Elizabeth Wohl '99 was not comfort-
able voting either way.
attendance: All board members were
present.
abstain:
abstain:
December 3, 1995
(case # 18)
accused: Student A and Student B
accuser: Campus Safety
charges: deception and underage
drinking
evidence: When asked by campus
. 11 iden-safety for their co ege
tifications Student A she did not have her
ID on her and proceeded to give a fake
name. Student B gave Campus Safety an
ID with a false birth date. An open
alcoholic container was found m the
room.
discussion: Student B says that she
only has one ID and thatithas the correct
birth date on it (the board was shown the
ID). Student B admits the alcohol was
hers and that she had been drinking from
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it earlier in the evening. Studnet A freely
admits that she gave a false name to
campus safety.
decision:
for: against: abstain:
Studentt B- guilty of underage
drinking and not guilty
of deception:
8 0 0
Student A- guilty of deception
and not guilty of underage
drinking:
8 0 0
reasons: Student A readily admitted
she gave a fake name and Student A
admitted she had been drinking and that
she was underage. Student B does have
only one IO with the correct date on it.
recommendation: The board recom-
mends that Studnet A should work three
shifts (9 hours) in dinning services to be
completed by Feb. 15, 1996.
for: against: abstain:
7 1 0
Rick Stratton'96 feels the accused
should only be given two shifts.
The board feels that Student B should
work one shift (3 hours) in dinning ser-
vices to be completed by Feb. 1, 1996.
for: against: abstain:
7 1 0
Rick Stratton '96 feels the recommen-
dation is too harsh ..
attendance: All board members were
present.
December 4, 1995
(case # 20)
accused: Student A, Student B, and
STudentC
accuser:· campus safety
charges: disturbing the peace, unau-
thorized keg, violation of campus regu-
lation
evidence: campus safety found forty
people in the area, an illegal keg was
found in the bathroom, and the tap was
discovered partially hidden.
discussion: Student A and Student C
had a party in their room, they admitted
to having the keg. Studetn B was away
for the evening until late night. He was
the only roommate in the ro?m when
campus safety arrived. He said he had
only been there a matter of minutes be-
fore campus safety showed up. Student
C and Student A take full responsibilty
for all the charges and Student B under-
stands;his responsiilities stated under
the socal host claus.
decision:
for: against:
all three guilty of
all the charges
7 0 1
Carian Teirrel '99 was not sure if Stu-
dent Bwas disturbing the peace since he
wasn't even there.
reason: Student A and StudentC freely
admitted they were guilty of the charges
d Student B is automallcallyan .
responsibile for the things that happen in
his room due to the social host clause.
recommendation: The board r~co~-
mends that Student A work six shifts in
dinning services before December 21,
1995 or he is not allowed to attend seruor
week.
for: against:
7 1 0
Yin Talamo '97 does not agree with the
number of shifts recommended.
The board recommends that Stu-
dent C work four shifts in dinning ser-
vices before December 21, 1995 or will
not be allowed to attend senior week.
abstain:
abstain
for: against: abstain:
6 1 1
Cind YWilson '96 opposed because she
felt Student C should work more hours.
Mike Steinburg '98 abstained because
he was not comfortable with the recom-
mendation.
The board reccornends that Stu-
dent B work four shifts in dinning ser-
vices before February 15, 1996.
for: against: abstain
7 1 0
Elizabeth Wohl '99 did not feel com-
fortable with the recommendation.
attendance: All board members were
present
December 6, 1995
(case # 21)
accused: Student A
accuser: turned himself in
charges: acedemic cheating
evidence: Student A plagerized on an
essay by using an essay of another stu-
dent from another class. Student A's
professor thought the essay was better
suited for a different phi-
losophy course ( the paper's proper
course) and mentioned this to Student A.
discussion: Student A said he was
feeling very stressed with lots of work
and wanted to get this essay out of the
way as quickly and easily as possible.
The real author of the paper had no prior
knowledge of Student A using his paper.
decision:
for: against:
Guilty
6 0 0
reason: Student A admits he stole the
paper and wants ~ota~efull re-
sponsibility for hIS ecnons.
recommendation: The board recom-
mends Student A receive a failing grade
(F) on his paper, no better than a D in the
class, acedemic probation until the en~
of the year, and proctored exams until
the end of the year.
for: against: abstain
5 0 1
jennifer McCrery '98 does not feel com-
fortable passing a student who know-
ingly cheated in class. .
attendance:Mike Steinburg '98 and Vin
Talamo '97 were not present.
abstain:
December 6, 1995
(case # 22)
accused: Student A
accuser: campus safety .
charges: use and pocession of illegal
substance
evidence: According to campus safety,
the accused's roomwas very ..
loud and a heavy odor of manjuana
came from his room.
When Student A opened the door
and saw it was campus safety he
immediatly shut the door. Once the door
was reopened to of the
rooms occupants took off, while
Student A and two others
gave their names.
discussion: Student A says that he did
not have or use marijuana. He said that
when campus safety arrived he had only
in his room for about five minutes. There
were major discrepancies between the
campus safety report and Studnet A's
statements.
decision:
for: against:
not guilty
403 .
jennifer McCrery '98, Cindy Wilson
'96 and Elisabeth Wohl '99 all thought
there were too many significant discrep-
abstain:
andes between the campus safety state-
ment and the accused's.
reason: The board felt there was not
enough evidence to find Student A guilty.
~ernberl0, 1995
(case# 23)
accused: Student A and Student B
accuser: campus safety
charges: Damage to college property
evidence: A broken sink was found
tom from the wall. The pipes leading to
the sink were also broken and water was
shooting all over the bathroom.
discussion: Student Bjumped onto the
sink causing it to come out of the wall.
He and Student A attempted to fix the
sink but only made things worse. The
accused called the housefellow of the
dorm the next morning and said they
had broken the sink.
decision:
for: against:
Both guilty
800
reasons: Both of the accused admitted
they had broken the sink.
recommendation: The board feels
Studnet A should pay for half of the
damage and work 2 shifts (6hrs.) in din-
ning services (or in bathrooms) by Feb-
ruary 15, 1996.
abstain:
for: against: abstain:
5 1 2
Vin 'Talamo '97 opposed because he
doesn't think Student A should have to
work an~ shifts.
Rick Stratton '96 abstained because he
\.50 not su-reno",,"he feels.
.Canan teirrel '9Babstained because he
is not sure how he feels.
The board feels
Student Bshould pay for half of the dam-
age and work 2 shifts (6 hrs.) in dinning
services (or in bathrooms) by February
15, 1996.
against: abstain:
o 0
All baord members were
for:
8
attendance:
present.
December 10, 1995
(case # 24)
accused: Student A
accused: campus safety
charges: Damage to college property
evidence: Dorm door was rip ped of Its
hinges, bike rake was thrown acros.sside-
walk, metal grate from outside window
was laying across the side walk.
discussion: Student A said he only
broke the door and did not touch bike
rake or the grate. Student A turned hun-
self in, saying he had never acted out like
this before and that he will never do It
again. Student A also said he had about
ten beers that night.
decision:
for: against:
guilty
8 0 0
reason: Student A openly admitted he
that he broke the door.
recommendation: The board feels that
the accused should meet with David
Brailey, for as long as he feels fit, for
alcohol and anger control. He will also
have to pay for the damage to the door,
work six shifts in dinning services. and
be placed on suspended suspension due
to previous record.
for: against: abstain:
800
attendance: All board members were
present.
abstain:
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EXOClmVf. BOARD
Itwould be easy to point fingers and complain about the results of
the YAT election. But the real culprit here was not in the race at all. It
is obvious that it is time to reexamine the elections policy.
Jesse Roberts hit the nail on the head when he said that campaigning
and candidacy go hand in hand. To have rules apply only to candi-
dates once they have officially declared themselves as such offers no
incentive to comply with existing policy. If one can run a no-holds
barred campaign by entering the race at the latest possible time, thus
obtaining a clear advantage over one's opponents at the outset, then
why not wait until the last minute to officially enter the race?
This isnot to imply that Glen Brenner is guilty of any such action. The
fact remains that there is no evidence to support allegations made
against the write-in candidate. The most important result of this
situation is that problems with current election guidelines have been
brought to the surface.
Campaigning equals candidacy. Once one solicits that first vote, one
has entered the race whether it is official or not. The policy of the SGA
Election Board must make this fact explicit for all future competitions.
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Loopholes surface in
YAT election
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News Director
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For the second week in a row, SGA is taking a magnifying glass to
a key process relating to student organizations. Their discussion of the
finance process showed that they are aware of the way in which clubs
have been struggling with the current procedures.
Right now the process requires that clubs plan out all of their events
at the beginning of each year. This leaves no room for club creativity
after the process is finished. Money should be allocated to encourage
clubs to plan the best and most inspired events possible; the current
process only hinders organizations. Handling club financial requests
on a more regular basis could alleviate this problem. For this insight,
the Assembly and specifically Vice President Alex Cote, should be
given a great deal of credit.
But there is some cause for concern. Though traditional events
would still be approved by a campus-wide vote, under the proposed
changes, monthly allocations would not be directly open to public
scrutiny. This gives much more power to the Finance Committee and
unchecked power should always be feared. .
It is not plausible to suggest that every new allocation be sent to the
campus for approval; strangely, it is hard enough for dorms to reach
quorum the few times a year that it is required. However it is necessary
for the Assembly to closely monitor the process, be itmonthly or by
semester. The confidence that the Assembly currently may have in its
Finance Committee in no way predicts how future committees may
dea\ with the procedures.
In short, where checks and balances are concerned, conventional
wisdom says proceed with caution.
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Arboretum
jogging and
biking policy
clarification
As a result of the recent Arboretum
StudentUsageSurvey,anumber ofques
tions have been raised as to what the
current policies are, and reasons for these
policies.The following is an attempt a
clarification and explanation.
Current Arboretum policy does no
allowany mountain biking anywhere in
theArboretum.Although somestudents
indicated that they had seen others do
ingitand assumed that itwasacceptable
it is not. The reasons for this are as fol
lows.Mountain biking is very destrue
tive to trails and vegetation. Although
many claim that a "good" mountain biker
doesn't tear up trails, we are seeing the
unfortunate results of the learning pro
cess. The traction is so great that any
braking involves ripping up the vegeta
tion, causing soil erosion. This is espe
ciallythe casein downhill sectionsofthe
trails. Furthermore, once one area gets
muddy, the tendencyis to ride to theside
of the muddy area, thus increasing the
destruction and widening the trail. An
other reason involves courtesy to the
wildlifeobserversand those trying toge
away from it all. Nothing is worse than
having a biker blow by you while you
finallyspotted a new bird or animal and
lose it. Also, biking is usually done in
pairs or groups, increasing the damage,
and making it less pleasant for others.
Bikingshould not under any circum
stances be done on Marnacoke Marsh or
MamacokeIsland. Bikinghas cut down
the marsh vegetation to the underlying
peat. Peat isbuilt up organicmatter that
has not yet begun the decomposition
process. It is the life of the marsh and
accumulates at the rate of one em/year
Careless biking is cutting down years
and years of growth in just a few quick
turns of the tire. As a school, we pride
ourselves on being environmentally
friendly. Pleaseobserve the biking poli
cies.
Someof us who enjoy biking but also
respect the need to preserve the Arbore
tum as a natural science laboratory have
been talking about resurrecting a major
scenicbike loopfromthe collegethrough
New London to Ocean Beachand back
Theframeworkisalready inplace. Ifyou
would like to help with this initiative
please call the Arboretum office.
Jogging is allowed on the Benham
, Avenuejoggingtrail behind the Athletic
Center and extending across to the
MathiesandAverytracts(DownBenham
Avenue to the left). This does not include
Mamacake Marsh or Island. Jogging is al-
lowed here because we make a special
effort to clear the path of downed brush
and roots. Jogging is actually worse for
the trails than walking, because it in-
creases soil compaction exponentially
more than walking. It is the difference
between just the weight of your body
and your weight times the force of your
running. Soilcompaction,in tum, keeps
the vegetation from growing as well as
from coming back even after you've
stoppedjogging.(Haveyouever noticed
that thegrasson thejogging trail doesn't
comeback very quickly?)Furthermore,
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·ogging causes soil erosion on slopes. So,
Jwe have limited jogging to that area in
the hopes of containing the damage to
the vegetation and soil. Limitingjogging
to the jogging trail is a consideration
issue for the wildlife walkers and natu-
ralists, and of the native vegetation.
One issue of utmost importance is
Mamacoke Marsh. Compaction of the
peat is a major problem and drastically
affects the ability of vegetation to grow
there. At the very least, PLEASE DON'T
JOG ON MAMACOKE.
Again, I thank you.
Connecticut College Arboretum
Halogen correction
in handbook
I'm writing to repond to Rudi Riet's
letter to The College Voice last week. First,
I thank Rudi for bringing this to our
attention. The staement in the handbook
that prohibits halogen lamps is a mistake
(oops), which we will correct in future
prining. Secondly, the housing commit-
tee or the "housing authority" (What was
that all about, Rudi?) are not to blame. I
take full blame for the misprint.
Because we had a couple of fires which
originated from contact with halogen
lamps, the housing committee was asked
to review the situation. They spent a
good deal of time researching companies
that produce the lamps and contacting
other colleges and universities to solicit
theirfeedback on similar incidents. Since
no product provides as much light at so
small an investment, a ban on halogen
lamps made no sense. Instead, the com-
mittee recommended that we periodi-
cally advise students about precautions
to take before purchasing or when using
halogen lamps. We published a para-
graph to that effect in The DailyCONNtact
last semester and the director of Safety
Services also distributed some informa-
tion.
Rudi addressed one of these precau-
tions in his letter - avoid placing flam-
mable material near the lamp; however,
there are other things to consider. For
instance, if the light is on and a breeze
blows the lamp over, it may explode into
flames. Also, do not place any material
on the lamp (yes, this happened!). With
thatscenario in mind, I urge you to tum
the light off whenever you leave your
room. Also, keep in mind that halogen
lights drain an enormous amount of en-
ergy,causing power outages and exorbi-
tant utility bills.
Finally, while I would not encourage
anyone to purchase a halogen lamp, there
is no "ban" on them. Realizing that the
present lighting is not adequate for most
students, perhaps a floor lamp with a
three-way bulb wold provide a good al-
ternative. Even the most conscientious
people cannot be expected to anticipate
every problem associated with using a
lamp which can exceed a temperature of
550degreesF. Personally, I choose notto
have one of those lamps in my home.
Between the periodic cross-breezes and
Ourthree rambunctious cats, r'suspectit
would be a matter of time before they'd
all crash and bum. Impressive illumina-
tion would not be worth the increase in
my utility bill or the anxiety of worrying
about what may happen when the cats
go into their feline frenzies! You too have
a choice, and my hope is that it will be an
mformed one.
Catherine WoodBrooks
Dean or Student Life
Earth House
Column
A great deal of living in an environ-
mentally-friendly manner involves the
little daily habits that seem inconsequen-
tial. [ would argue that it is these daily
tasks that form the backbone of our rela-
tionship with the natural world and help
to bring about an ideology more consis-
tent with the constraints within which
the Earth's natural cycles keep us operat-
ing. Certainly, food is our most basic link
to the natural system. Thus, the Earth
House would like to invite you on an
ambitious and imaginative trip to the
grocery store.
The first issue is how and how often do
you go the store. Ideally we would like to
go once a week; our fridge only holds so
much and broccoli goes limp after aweek.
More often, though, we find ourselves
dashing over to the store midweek to
satisfy some crazy craving for falafels or
chapatis. How we travel is also an issue.
There have been a few afternoons when
the weather was so nice and the grocery
list so short that individuals have biked
over to Edwards (in the shopping plaza
with Burlington Coat Factory) or even on
one occasion, jogged ( that is not neces-
sarily a good idea, especially if one is
bringing home cauliflower and frozen
peas). Limiting your trips to the store
isn't easy and not always possible, but a
little forethought can help. Carpooling is
also a great way to reduce the number of
trips to the grocery store; instead of four
individuals and four cars polluting, how
about four individuals in one car pro-
ducing one fourth of the net pollution
and having a good time!
You have now arrived at the grocery
store. First stop produce section. Or-
ganic food is great tasting, not necessar-
ily great looking, and great for you and
the environment. So why not buy It
when you have the choice? Some com-
plain about the higher cost, but what
we're talking here is on the average SO
cents more, and the price will only get
lower as stores buy it in larger quantity
due to your demand!!! A helpful sugges-
tion on where to find organic produce;
we've found that Edwards in New Lon-
don carries the largest selection of or-
ganic foods (even larger than Super Stop
& Shop). Another consideration in the
produce section: fruits and v~getables
prepackaged in styrofoam con tamers an~
shrink wrap. Why do the stores do this?
We don't know yet. But you can't al-
ways avoid it. For example the"day old
cart:" this is food destined for our over-
flowing landfills simply because it was
deemed not fresh enough for the Amen-
can consumer; what it really is is apples
with a bruise or two, carrots that are tad
limp, cauliflower with some brown, and
overripe bananas (perfect for banana
bread). All of it packaged in styrofoam
and shrinkwrap. We have purchased it,
styrofoam and all, and reused the shrink
wrap and styrofoam containers. We
would like for the grocery stores to start
using a plant based styrofoam-like pack-
age or even cardboard that could be re-
cycled. - If we were really with It we
would write a letter to the grocery store.
Excess packaging includes you puttmg a
cucumber in a plastic produce bag, tak-
ing it home and throwing away the plas-
tic bag. What about either 1) not putting campus, is in no way anti-man, anti-sex,
the cuke in a plastic produce bag or 2) or anti-heterosexuality. However, the
reusing those plastic produce bags? Other groups are not the least bit apologetic for
ways to buy less packaging include buy- their stance. Both realize that obviously
ing in larger quantities (basic geometry not all men are "predators of the night
involving volume and surface area) and stalking women," just as not all women
choosing, say, peanut butter, based on are "wide eye innocent virgins who need.
whether it's in a glass or plastic jar. Glass to be protected from men."
jars are great if you are not slippery In order for the Third Wave to succeed
handed, they can be reused over and and gender equality to become a reality
over and over, and never accumulate in theory and practice, it is absolutely
past flavors. Of course if you have little essential that women recognize them-
kids you might worry more about their selves as strong and independent indi-
safety and choose a plastic jar. viduals. It is also essential that men be
So you get to the store by foot, by pedal, included in the struggle for equality.
or by wheel; did you remember to a) However, it would be incognizant and
bring your bags, b) bring a coat with lots plain naive to deny the discourse of pa-
of pockets, or c) bring lots of friends and triarchy our culture so zealously em-
a small shopping list? All of these op- braces. Women are valued less than
tionseliminate the age-old dilemma: "Pa- men. We received only 72 cents for every
per or plastic?" Remembering bags is a man's dollar in 1994'. Women's au-
toughie. After nearly a semester and a tonomy is limited. Women constitute
half we have got our system down, one over half of the world's population, per-
person gets the shopping list, one person form nearly two-thirds of its work hours,
the money, and one person the bags; and receive one-tenth of its income, and own
we have aback-up bag supply in the cars. less than one-one hundredth of the
The next step is actually getting the food world's wealth'. Our representation in
into your bags, pockets, and/or hands. the media is minimal and predominantly
Grocery store clerks are trained to rap- negative. Ninety-two percent of local
idly ring up your food and then as you television news sports coverage goes to
fumble for your money; rapidly pack men's sports'. In the 52 weeks of Sports
your four items into four separate bags Illustrated from February 1993 to Febru-
before you have a chance to say boo. ary1994,onlysixcoversdepictedwomen.
Possible solutions: the best involves the the first cover was the exalted Swimsuit
buddy system, you or your friend stays Issue, the second was Monica Seles with
with the clerk as he/she rings up your a knife in her back. The third and fourth
food and fumbles for the money. You or covers were of widows of baseball play-
your friend takes a position at the end of ers. The fifth woman was tennis player
the conveyor belt and as the food comes Mary Pierce, whowas awarded the space
past the register grab it and bag it. 'iau because she teared her father. And the
have now saved \:he<;ash~I:'s prn~,yo~T,._ t.s\xUl..:wOTI\.an "!'la'S<Nancy Keu\.gan a\\eT.
time and your fellow shoppers' time she was clubbed in the knee". Our bodies
(Have you ever wondered why people are objectified and used to sell products.
just stand there as the cashier rings up Men [sic] are degraded with terms like
their food and then continue to just stand "pussy" or "girl."
there as the cashier bags without ever In short, gender equality is far from
lifting a finger???) and you have just reality. When readers such as Eden
reused your bags!!!! Savino eagerly assume a position in-
Your Earth-friendly shopping trip is formed largely by backlash, liberal femi-
now complete.· Rejoice and cook a great nisrn is misinterpreted and discredited,
meal for you and yours truly!'! and we all take a step backwards.
jens Hilke '96
Goals of feminism
explained
It may indeed have been irresponsible
for The Women's Center to post the state-
ment "In one survey, 51% of college men
said they would rape if they were certain
they could get away with it" without
claiming responsibility and document-
ing the source. Certainly this alarming
figure's credibility would be bolstered
by documentation (a 1986 study con-
ducted by UCLA researcher Neil
Malamuth). In a vulgar combination of
naivete and self-congratulation, Eden
Savino's transparent indictment of The
Women's Center for fabricating its own
statistics (April 9 edition of Tlte Voice)
supports her theory that all pro-woman
organizations subscribe to a brand. of
feminism that is quite clearly the creanon
of Second Wave backlash. Feminism,
not to be confused with the Limbaugh-
esque "feminazHsm," is defined as t.h.e
theory that women should have politi-
cal, economic, and social rights equal to
those of men, or the movement to win
such rights for women (Webster's New
World Dictiol1ary: College Edition, page
534). Liberal feminism, which, amongst
other types, is endorsed by The Women's
Center and The Feminist Majority, two
separate pro-woman organizations on
'National Committee on Pay Equity,
1994.
'United Nations Report, 1980.
'Gender Stereotyping in Televised
Sports, Amateur Athletic Foundation of
Los Angeles, 1990.
'New York Times, February 20, 1994.
Marit Wechsler '99
Clinton, Dole morally wrong
Two days after William Clinton was
inaugurated, he signed an executive or-
der removing the ban on abortions per-
formed at Ll.S. military hospitals. Al-
though this "liberty" was rejected by all
the physicians stationed in Europe, the
rapidity of Mr.Clinton's act made It very
obvious that he is a zealous proponent of
abortion.
This writer is a Roman Catholic and a
former seminarian. The millions of
Americans who voted for Mr. Clinton
aredirect accomplices to every presiden-
tial decision and act. The pro-abortion
Clinton voters violated the holy Com-
mandment of God pertaining to the as-
sassination of innocent, human life. Or-
thodox moral theology teaches and com-
mon sense confirms that all accomplices
to abortion, which logically must include
the voters and supporters of pro-abor-
tion politicians, commit mortal sin and if
Cfmnlinu~d on P{IX~ R
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Catholic, de facto excommunicate
themsel ves!
Regardingpresldential candidate Rob-
ert Dole, a divorced and remarried indi-
vidual. jesus the Christ emphatically
counseled that a person who divorces
and remarries commits the grievous sin
of adultery. Those voters who support
Senator Dole implicitly condone his vio-
lation of the sacred Sixth Commandment.
Remember also that in 1964 Congress-
man Dole voted for the Vietnam Gull of
Tonkien Resolution.
Christian and Catholic clergymen, bish-
ops in particular, have a profound obli-
gation to provide these specific moral
instructions. their continued mute re-
sponse is a manifestation of the "silence
of thye shepherds."
Joseph Edward Vallely, M.Ed.
Washington, CT
Useof "Latino"
in Voice clarified
I wish to correct an error that appeared
in a feature report concerning the first
event in the Latino Lecture Series (Febru-
ary 20 issue). The speaker's (and series')
use of the term "Latino" was misinter-
preted in the article. "Latino" is not a
synonym forLatin American, nor does it
refer to "ali Latin American countries
and cu\tures." "Lauric" \S used today
Soo\e\'j \0 eeter \0 \\\.s'PM\\.c. 'Peo'P\es \\vmg
in the United States. It is the preferred
term among the population (including
Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, Cuban-Ameri-
cans, etc.), although "Hispano" is also
widely accepted.
These fine points of terminology may
appear confusing to those not familiar
with this field of study, but they are
important to those personally involved
as markers of cultural identity. It should
also be noted that the curriculum of the
Hispanic studies department reflects the
languages, literatures and cultures of
Latinos in the Ll.S. (note the fact that
Latinos themselves represent a varied
population) and also those of peninsular
Spain and Spanish America (Spanish,
Latin American, Hispanic American,
Afro-Hispanic, etc.).
Doris Meyer
Chair, Hispanic studies
The Arboretum
survey results and
volunteer
opportunities
Recently, the Arboretum sponsored a
Student Usage survey in Cro, in the hopes
of gaining insight as to how the Arbore-
tum was being utilized by students, what
areas were most frequented, and how
the Arboretum could generally support
student interest in programs and volun-
teer opportunities. The following is a
brief summary of the survey results, as
well as !istof ongoing Arboretum projects
and volunteer opportunities.
Most students were familiar with the
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Arboretum goals. Although the Arbore-
nun was generally a minor factor in the
decision to attend Conn, an overwhelm-
ing majority (80 percent) stated that once
here, it greatly increased the quality of
life. A variety of classes utilize the Arbo-
retum including science and art, and less
than half (40 percent) of the students felt
that trails need better marking. Most stu-
dents visit a few times a month for a
variety of activities. These include in or-
der of frequency walking, getling away,
jogging, studying, biking, and wildlife
observing. Few students (16 percent) be-
lieved biking is allowed (which it is not),
while less then half (43 percent) knew
jogging is allowed (It IS at the jogging
trail behind the Athletic Center). Many
students were interested in more jogging
and biking trails. Less than half of the
students were familiar with the
Arboretum's educational programs, and
a quarter of the students expressed inter-
est. Many students expressed interest in
a variety of potential educational pro-
grams. An overwhelming majority of stu-
dents strongly approved or approved of
having more gardens and outdoor gath-
ering spaces on campus, and many stu-
dents left their names and extensions as
being interested in volunteer opportuni-
ties.
Student comments
on last week's letter
I would like to thank Mr. Hirsch for
obligingly validating the assertions I
made in my editorial of April 2, titled
'The Communist Connection'. In that
editorial, I described how the so-called
'communists' on this campus are actu-
ally just obnoxious oafs, with absolutely
no ideological commitment to commu-
nistic ideas. Mr. Hirsch obviously didn't
care for my April 2 editorial. An intellec-
tually honest person would have said
why they disagreed. However, Mr.
Hirsch called me a name in his column of
April 9, apparently one of the most in-
sulting names his intellect could envi-
sion. By doing this, Mr. Hirsch did the
one thing I could not do in my April 2
editorial: I explained my point, but he
has publicly demonstrated it. Before Mr.
Hirsch's April 9 remark, some readers
could have questioned the use of lan-
guage such as 'deranged' and 'obnox-
ious' in my editorial of April 2, but such
doubts have now been assuaged. Even
my use of the words 'sound bite' in that
editorial has been justified, as can be seen
by a brief quote from Mr. Hirsch's April
9 Earth House column:
"1would also like tothankRudolph(sic)
McCarthy - I mean Radna - for giving us
his political science thesis."
Thank you, Mr. Hirsch, for giving us
your sound bite.
Schmoozing:
The Con College Movie
Jewish entertainment executives and
Marlon Brando have enlisted
Schmoozing to cast the upcoming Con
College movie entitled " Generation
Plex". With an extensive budget and an
Altman-esque recruiting power, we have
drummed up some of the best names in
the entertainment industry in order to
bring our small world to the big screen.
Some of you are actors, some are mUSI-
cians, others are cartoons, porno stars, or
even dead. But almost all of your portray-
als are better looking than you are. Please
don't let it go to your head. We've been
told that movie-goers just don't like to see
ugly people on screen - it's bad for bUSI-
ness. All of these people will be followmg
you around campus in order to get into
character. We hear Jason Alexander and
Dave Kettner are getling along famously.
For the sake of artists everywhere, please
be patient.
Eliza Alsop - Laura (Dr. Katz, Profes-
sional Therapist)
jeremy Barbin - Kato Kaelin
Pete Bergstrom - Peter North (In De-
fense of Savannah, Rain Woman)
Darrin Bronfman - Chris Barron (the
lead singer of the Spin Doctors)
Chris Capone - joe Pantagliano (Risky
Business, The Fugitive)
jon Comings - Corey Haim (License to
Drive I & II)
Ben Cornish - Leonardo DiCaprio (Bas-
ketball Diaries)
Dana Curran - Kirstie Alley (Cheers,
Shoot To Kill)
April Danz - Laura Dern (Blue Velvet,
A Perfect World)
Chris Deming - Macauley Culkin
(Home Alone)
Ross Demont- judge Reinhold (Beverly
Hills Cop, Ruthless People)
Siobhan Doherty - the girl in The Shin-
ing
Ross Eldridge - Neil Patrick Harris
(Doogie Houser, M.D.)
Jesse Evans- The Greatest American
Hero
jon Facenda - Sylvester Stallone (Stop'
Or My Mom Will Shoot)
jim Garrels - Corey Feldman (License
to Drive I & II)
jeff Gass - Michael Rappaport (True
Romance, Kiss of Death)
Liz Glynn - Natalie Merchant
jeremy Guskin - Howie Mandel
jon Hanes - Cornelius (Planet of the
Apes)
Kim Holliday - Terry Hatcher (Lois &
Clark)
Dan Horwood - Rick Moranis
(Ghostbusters, Parenthood)
William Intner - Bernie Kosar or
"Wyatt" from Weird Science
Dave Kellner - jason Alexander
(Seinfeld)
Benji Kirschner - Ice Cube (Boyz in the
Hood)
Honor Lydon - MTV's Kennedy
Karen Mallegol- Liz Phair
Zandy Mangold - jeff Goldblum (The
Fly, jurassic Park)
Dana Mann-Martha Quinn (MTVV.j.)
Andrew Margie - john C. McGinley
(Platoon, Point Break)
Tika Martin - Rachel Ticotin (Falling
Down)
Greg McNeil - Lavaar Burton (Reading
~ .tj;.
~ ...
Rainbow, Star Trek)
KK McGregor - the other girl in The
Shining
Dardy Muldaur - Barbara Streisand
(The Prince of Tides, Yentl)
Luke Murphy - Woody Harrelson
(White Men Can't jump)
Alec Musser - David Hasselhoff
(Baywatch, Knight Rider)
Diane Myers - [aneane Garofalo (Real-
ity Bites)
Melissa Niemann - Helen Hunt (Mad
About You)
Lucas O'Connor - Calvin (Calvin and
Hobbes)
Matt Perlman - Bill Maher (Politically
Incorrect)
Kate Rapelye - Laura San Giacomo
(Sex, Lies, and Videotape)
Rudy Riet - Anthony Keidis with
glasses .
Fox Reutlinger - Shawnee Smith (Sum-
mer School, Who's Harry Crumb?)
Gerry Rinn - Ray Bourque
Chris Ruggerio - Anthony Clark (Bos-
ton Cornmon)
Keri Serajian - Mary Elizabeth
Mastrantonio (The Abyss)
Tom Sampogna - Vanilla Ice (Cool As
Ice)
Matt Schupak - Steve Guttenberg (Po-
lice Academy I through VI)
Dan Traum - "Booger" from Revenge
of the Nerds
jessica van Itallie- lone Skye (Say Any-
thing)
Andre Wright- Charles Barkley
Faculty:
Michael Adelson - Daniel Benzali
(Murder One)
Lorraine Boucher- Tuesday Weld (Fall-
ing Down)
Blanche Boyd - Carrie Fisher (When
Harry Met Sally)
Michael Burlingame - Christopher
Lloyd (Back to the Future)
Bill Frasure - Beau Bridges (The Fabu-
lous Baker Boys)
Andrew Green - Ron jeremy (When
Harry Ate Sally, E.T. - The Extra Testicle)
Katrina Hamilton- Gabrielle Carteris
(Beverly Hills 90210)
Alex Hybel - Rutger Hauer (The
Hitcher, Nighthawks)
William Niering - Police Squad's in-
ventor in the Naked Gun series
Spencer Pack - Mike Kryshevski?,
Duke basketball coach
Donald Peppard - johnny Fever
(W.K.R.P in Cincinatti)
William Rose - Donald Sutherland
(Animal House)
Ernest Schlesinger - Lawrence Olivier
(Marathon Man)
Gerald Visgilio - j oe Pesci (Goodfellas,
jFK)
Marc Zimmer - Alexander Gutanov
(Witness, Diehard)
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- jay will be played by Lorenzo Lamas.
Matt will be played by Fabio. '66 will be
played by Whoopi Goldberg.
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though our experience of it is subjective.
Usually we supply an emotional "mean-
ing" that corresponds with the pattern.
Or, in the case of music with text, the
lyrics suggest it. But this isnot the "mean-
ing" of the music; it's an additional layer
on top of, corresponding to the contours
of, and inspired by the structure. And it
brings us to ~
Cliche #3: Abstract form is boring. Dry.
Coldly logical. Devoid of emotion. Sound
familiar? This is a cliche, and it's utter
nonsense. One of the most important
lessons lleamed from my teachers was
that in many ways, non-Western musics
are more highly developed than Western
music. Some African musics have much
morecomplex rhythms. Some music from
Asia has a more subtly inflected melodic
line. The one area in which Western
music reigns supreme is form - abstract
structural relationships. And this is the
single most expressive element in our
music. You can listen to music simply to
experience the form. It'5 very hard to do
these days; most of us are so used to
"using" music; we listen to certain music
when we want to relax, or ~eelhappy,
sad, angry. 01: whatever. 'There'Sonothffig
wrong with thjs, but it's only one narrow
way to interact with music Most of us
are not even aware that there is another
way: you can "surf the waves" of tension
and resolution, of expectation, correspon-
dence and surprise that define the struc-
ture. This is immensely satisfying - far
more so than attaching stories to music.
To a certain extent, that experience hap-
pens subconsciously, but the more aware
one is of the patterns, the more one gets
out of them. To increase one's awareness
_especially when dealing with such intri-
cate patterns as those of Beethoven - one
needs to learn more. It does not happen
naturally. So let me now demolish our
last cliche for the day.
Cliche #4: Music is not elitist; it's for
everybody. In this egalitarian age, this is
an unpopular thing to say, but I'll say it
anyway: Beethoven's music is elitist.
However, it's elitism of the best kind:
intellectual elitism. Beyond all the extra-
musical "meanings", there's an astonish-
ing amount to be gotten out of this music,
and it is available to everybody. But your
enjoyment will grow in direct propor-
tion to your understanding - your ability
to "surf the waves" of the structure- in all
its complexity.
Sohow do you learn to surf the waves?
Jt is, I'm happy to tell you, a very pleasur-
able process: listen, listen, and listen. But
don't just let yourself be swept away. See
if you can hear patterns in the music. Ask
questions. "That was a great moment
just there. Why? What made it so? Did
theprevious phrase set up a tension which
was just released? Was it a moment of
surprise? Is it like another part of the
piece? What's different?" Beethoven is a
great composer. with whom to do this,
because his structures are more rigor-
ously organized than anybody else's. And
next week we'll get right into them. Until
then, you can get a head start- there's a
recording of Beethoven's 5th on reserve
in Greer Music Library.
nthology 2 shows Beatles
t their creative peak
Demolishing a Few
Cliches
By Sam Forema
and Rudi Riel
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You can barely hear the wail of guitars
ehind the wall of screaming voices as
e Beatles play Shea Stadium in 1965.
his is but one of the treasures found on ,
ntllOlogy 2, released a little less than a
onth ago Q)' Apple Records. The al-
um is the second installment of a three-
art series intended to supplement the
mensel y successful ABC documentary
hich aired last November.
AntllOlogtj 2 also takes up Ringo Starr's
ea that "the Bealles should be market-
g their own bootlegs." Most of the tracks
this set have been available in similar
ality on bootlegs, but Anthology 2 in-
oduces many of these tracks to the mass-
arket. Both of us have our own takes on
is set, so, like John is the walrus, the
rt of Sam Foreman will be played by
e italics.
From my point of view, Anthology 2 is a
it-or-miss compilation - thankfully with
lOre hits than stinkers. One of the things
ia! pleased me most wast/Ie first take of
Yesterday," Paul McCartney's song which
lite most covered song of all time. Without
Ire added production of the string section,
OLI really hear how beautiful a song this is.
owever, the inclusion of a live rendition of
Yesterday" aboLit four track later is super-
llOUS because it would probably have been
elter to include another song instead of
epecung the same material.
Iagree with Sam's assessment of "Yes-
erday" - it's simply beautiful. My per-
onal favorite on disc one is the strings-
nly, no-vocals version of "Eleanor
igby," which is somewhat the polar
pposite of the "Yesterday" outtake. This
ake, to me, reveals what a crucial role
eorge Martin played as producer, ar-
anger, and mentor to the Beatles. He
vrote the string quartet parts, and they
eally shine. Also, this take is perfect for
araoke. Ialso dig the alternate versions
f "l'm Looking Through You" and "It's
ly Love."
On to the second disc ...
...where we find a superb take oj" I Alii Tile
Walrus" without the annoying strings and
"woooos," a fun take of "You Know My
NOllie(Look Up The N,fl1lber)," a burlesque
collledy number by Jolm, Paul, and Brian
lone: of the Rolling Stones (yeah!), and an
underproduced takeoJ"Good Morning, Good
Morning" (from Sgt. Pepper's) without
sound effects. Ringo "takes off' with his
drums -I don't know the technical terms for
what he does, but it just rocks. Rudi, do you
have any favorites?
I was just getting to them. While I find
that the producers of Anthology 2 goofed
in creating "new" takes of "Strawberry
Fields Forever" and" A Day InThe Life"
(both of which Iprefer on bootlegs), there
are many gems on this disc. "Penny
Lane" really shines in a new, differently
mixed format. Mostly gone are the ech-
oed vocals and Bach trumpet; newly sur-
faced are a wonderful English horn solo
and the" suitable ending" trumpet coda
which appeared only on a OJ-issue 45-
rpm single. Also, take two of U Across
The Universe" is absolutely beautiful-
the best possible tribute to john ever
released.
Unfortunately, embedded within this
gold mine are huge chunks of pyrite.
(Any GEO 104 folks want to identify
this?) I agree with you, Rudi, that the
butchering of "Strawberry Fields For-
ever" and "A Day In The Life" make
them very hard listening. Hearing "I'm
Down" on disc one makes me realize tha t
the Beatles were not a blues band, and
had troubleemulatingone. "12-BarOrigi-
nal" is another shining example of this.
There's also too much repetition for my
taste: two versions each of "Yesterday,"
"I'm Only Sleeping," "The Fool On This
Hill" ... and I could go on, but that would
be too repetitious.
Yes, the repetition gets very annoying
_ the folks at Apple could have easily
included more studio outtakes on these
discs, and saved the live and demo mate-
rial for other collections. Still, though,
Anthology 2 works for me. Even "Real
Love," the second "new" Beatles song,
somehow works as a Beatles tune. Un-
like "Free As A Bird," the song sounds
like a true group effort. Also, jeff Lynne's
production on "Real Love" sounds much
more like "She's A Woman" than "Evil
Woman."
So what's the verdict on Anthology 2?
Despite the low points, there is enough
on this two disc set to make it worth
purchasing. Allthology 2 stands as a poi-
gnant reminder of how inventive and
innovative the Beatles were and still are,
and also bring up thoughts of what might
have been.
TEACHING POSITIONS available for certified and uncertified
teachers. We serves hundreds of public, private, and parochial
schools in CT, NY and New England. Over the past thirty years,
Wehave helped over 8,500 teachers secure positions. THERE
ISNEVER A CHARGE UNLESS WE ARE SUCCESSFUL IN
PLACING YOU. Call us to discuss your background and the
types of positions for which you are qualified. At that time, we
will be able to tell you if we can be of assistance.
FAIRFIELD TEACHERS' AGENCY, INC.
FAIRFIELD, CT
(203) 333--611 or (203) 335·3869
By Michael Adelson
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What's the single most famous and
influential piece of Western music? Ob-
vious answer - Beethoven's Fifth Sym-
phony. Butdid you ever wonder why? In
these next four columns I'lldeal with this
remarkable work and its influence. It's
not an easy topic because so much hype
has sprouted around this work, that, as
Charles Rosen says, "It is difficult at times
to say whether we are hearing the work
or its reputation." However, the won-
derful thing about Beethoven's5th is that
once you get past the reputation, the
music itself just sits there like a rock -
immovable, impossible to ignore, de-
stroying all the hype for those who bother
to investigate it. It's demands that we
take a hard look atour ideas about music
in general. So today let's demolish a few
cliches, shall we?
Cliche #1: The beginning of Beethoven's
5th means fate knocking at the door. (We
have Beethoven's secretary, Anton
Schindler to thank for this one). Alterna-
tively, it's the trumpets announcing the
Day of Judgement. Or any number of
other things. These are, examples of the:
more general idea thatmusic means some-
thing - that it has extra-musical signifi-
cance. Well, I'm sorry, but it's not true.
Music is abstract. It doesn't have extra-
musical meanings, and that's easy to
prove: if you and I listen to a work, and
we report what we think it's about, I'll
bet big bucks that we'll never really agree.
So much for extra-musical meanings. (J
can hear some of you protesting, "Hey,
what about sung music? The lyrics have
meanings, and they obviously go together
with certain notes and not others. So
don't those notes mean the same things
as the lyrics?" I'm afraid they don't. Bear
with me for a while; later I'll explain
why). But what about our subjective im-
pressions? Can't it mean one thing to me
and another to you? That brings us to-
Cliche #2: SincewealJ lIavedifferent ideas
of what a piece means, it's up to tile listener;
Ol1e idea is as valid as another. This relativ-
istic notion has sponsored a lot of mushy
thinking about music - and art - in gen-
eral.If it were true, then you could make
a piece mean anything you want, and so
could J. And nothing would stop our
ideas from being wildly different. And
we couldn't have a meaningful discus-
sion. Obviously, the work has some ob-
jective identity of its own; that's why
although you and I may have different
ideas of what Beethoven 5 is "about", I'll
also bet that our ideas would share some
features in common.
You see, the problem is that we need to
let go of the notion that music has any
kind of extra-musical meaning at all.
Music doesn't meall anything. It just is.
It's like what Samuel Beckett said about
Fiunegans Wake: "It is not about some-
thing. It is that something itself". And
what is that something? The structure.
The patterns of relationships of elements
in the work, the points of tension, resolu-
tion,correspondence.In aword, the form.
Now, that is an objective identity, even
r-:
-
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ity of her life serves as a backdrop for her
investigation of this gruesome story, giv-
ing her character depth as well as a com-
mon kind of virtue. As she is escorting
Peter Stomarre to jail in the back of her
squad car she gives him a speech on the
foolishness of his actions for money tell-
Inghim, "There's more to life than money I
you know." This could easily come off as
high handed moralizing, but instead it is
simply Marge talking about what it is
that she knows. And what we see of her
life is maybe not glamorous but it has a
certain charm to it. She has a loving hus-
band, a job she is happy with, and a set of
morals that work just fine. Incontrast to
all of the idiocy that surrounds her in this
movie, you might find yourself wishing
for the home life of the Gundersons, in-
stead of money, or a Beretta, OI, god
forbid, a new chipper shredder.
Fargo: morality and stupidity in North Dakota
characters who has an ounce of common
sense, despite her simple exterior.
What really draws you into Fargo is
the glaring contrasts it presents. The
movie jumps from scenes where a person
is shoved into a chipper shredder to
Marge dealing with an old high school
friend who won't stop hitting on her
despite the fact that she's married and
pregnant. Plus the midwestern/Cana-
dian accent that all of the natives have
make for hilarious dialogue that consists
only of the word yah ("You know, yah."
"Yah?" "Yah.") This gives Fargo the ele-
ment of reality to carry what seems to be
an almost ludicrous story line. Oh yeah,
the disclaimer at the beginning says that
all events in the movie did actually hap-
pen, so I guess that helps too. But the
Coens manage to develop each of the
characters to a point where their actions,
as foolish as they seem, are justified, and
even natural. William Macy's bumblings,
good intentions, and raw stupidity sucks
you in so that you can't help but feel pity
and contempt at the same time for the
schmuck. Peter Stomare and Steve
Buscemi create a great relationship of
mutual hate between the two thugs, al-
though it would be nice to see Steve
Buscemi move on from the character of
themile-a-minute, swearing-every-other-
word Mr. Pink. The highlight of this
movie though is Frances McDormand's
t'iiiiiiiiii;i;;iiiiiiiiiiiii;ii.iiiiiiiill performance as Marge. Theho-hum real-
,------------~-----------,
photo by Evan Coppola/ Photography Editor
Tom O'Connor poses with renowned dancer Jacques D' Amboise during a lecture/
demonstration in Myers Dance Studio. D' Amboise spent the day teaching dance
classes to Conn students and New London children. His program was part of a
retirement celebration for Bonnie Allison, professor of child development.
By Tyler Bradford
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som. He will split it with the kidnappers,
and cover his hiney. The general hair-
brainedness of this scheme reflects one of
themajor themes of this movie. Basically,
Coen Bra's are saying to us, "Come on
folks, we're supposed to be the highest
evolved species on the planet. Let's act
like it please?"
To help Jerry carry out his scheme, he
meets two thugs (Steve Buscemi and Pe-
ter Stomarre) in the town of Fargo, and
hires them to take his wife. Once they do
this the movie takes a tum that is remi-
niscen tof Miller's Crossing (another grea t
Coen movie) in the sense that people that
people seem to be getting riddled with
bullets everywhere you turn. The two
kidnappers are pulled over in the town
of Brainard, home of Paul Bunyon. One
state trooper and two innocent bystand-
ers later, this seemingly simple but stu-
pid kidnapping attempt turns into a triple
homicide. This brings in Marge
Gunderson (Frances McDormand), a
pregnant Brainard police officer and un-
likely heroine. The first glimpse we get of
Marge is her being woken up in the wee
hours of the morning to investigate this
grizzly murder. One has to ask, "How
the hell is this pregnant little bumpkin
police officer in this little podunk no-
where town going to solve such a com-
plex mystery?" We soon see that Marge
seems to be the only one in this cast of
Once you see theCoen Brother's Fargo,
you will never look at orth Dakota in
the same way again. All I remember about
this rarely mentioned state is that its
capital is Bismark (third grade geogra-
phy), there was some big dude from there
named Paul Bunyan who was big in de-
forestation, and there is a South Dakota,
presumably somewhere underneath its
twin on the map. Never again will I as-
sume that one of our forty-nine brothers
is so boring, even if its it flatter than Josh
Friedman's stomach (E-Z Crunch, any-
one?). This dynamic directing duo has
given us a complex, intricately woven
look at greed, murder, and human na-
ture.
The movie begins with Jerry
Lundergarde (played by William Macy),
and his financial problems. He is trying
to get out of embezzling from the car
dealership that he works at, and not do-
ing a very good job of it. His father-in-
law, Wade Gustafson (Harve Presnell),is
a very wealthy businessman and as hard-
headed as they come. Presumably, Wade
would be castrated before he would give
his son-in-law money to bail himself out
of his inept get-rich-quick scheme. So
Jerry formulates a plan to have his own
wife kidnapped; Wade will pay the ran-
r-----------,
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Rowing Team
Continues Preparation
for New Englands
by Silas Bauer
COLLEGE VOICE
By the time most Conn stu-
dents had arrived at breakfast
on the morning of Tuesday,
April 9, the winner of the 1996
Tuneski ROWing Cup had al-
ready been decided. The Con-
necticut College men's and
women's varsity eights powered
through Coast Guard to win the
annual race, bringing the cup'
back home.
The women's boat started off
the morning at 5:50 am. They
rowed a strong race that picked
up during the second half of the
2000 meter race, when they ex-
tended their lead to 8 seconds.
They crossed the line with a firm
grasp on first place.
The men's race went off the
line at 6:00 am that morning.
COirostarted slow, falling to a 3
second deficit by the half way
point. At that point they re-
grouped and poured on the
power. Byworking together and
staying confident, Conn worked
their way back through Coast
Guard to win by 4 seconds. One
of the Camel rowers com-
merited, "Coast Guard is usu-
ally one of the stronger teams in
OUf league, so beating them is a
huge confidence builder for us.
Thiswin also sends amessage to
the rest of the league, saying
that Conn. is going to be com-
petitive".
The women's JV eight beat
their rivals from Coast Guard,
while the men's JV eight came in
second, losing a hard fought
battle. In addition, the men's
novice eight fell short, but the
loss only increased their hunger
for victory.
The women's team made a
bold effort to win the freshman
eights race by combining four
novice freshman women with
four from the varsity. They had
never rowed together before,
and though their effort was laud-
able, they ended up just shy of
the win.
The men's and women/steams
continued their quest for a New
England Championship on Sat.
April 13, when they faced MIT,
Williams, and WPI on Lake
Quinsigamond in Worcester.
The women's varsity eight
continued their winning streak
by beating MIT by 1.5 seconds,
and Williams and WPI by con-
vincing margins. It was the first
time in 4 years that the Conn
women had won this race.
Unfortunately, the men's var-
sity eight was not able to pro-
duce another win. The defend-
ing Division IIIchampions from
Williams rowed an excellent
race, beating the Division I crew
from MIT, and leaving Conn in
a disappointing third place. WPI
was not a contender in the race.
The men's JV eight also fin-
ished third behind MIT and
Williams, while the women's JV
eight was able to leave Williams
and WPI behind and finish sec-
ond to MIT.
The men's novice eight was
not able to produce a win. The
women's novice four came up
short as well, but they did man-
age a notable effort that left them
with a second place finish.
The men's and women's teams
will be racing the remainder of
their races in Worcester. The
races are on Saturdays starting
at 10:00 am, directionsare avail-
able at the Athletic Center.
N.F.L. draft order
On the national sports front,
the1996NFL'draftwill takeplace
On Saturday. The first round
draft order goes as follows:
I.New York Jets
2. Jacksonville
3. Arizona
4. Baltimore
5. New York Giants
6. St. Louis
(from Washington)
7. New England
8. Carolina
9. Houston
10.Cincinnati
!J.New Orleans
12.Tampa Bay
13.St. Louis
14.Seattle
15. Denver
16. Minnesota
17. Oakland
18. Chicago
19. Indianapolis
20. Miami
21. Detroit
(fom San Diego)
22. Tampa Bay
(from Indianapolis)
23. Detroit
24. Buffalo
25. Philadelphia
26. Baltimore
(from San Francisco)
27. Green Bay
28. Kansas City
29. Pittsburgh
30. Dallas
No Football at Conn?
by Alec Todd
PUBLISHER
Everyone knows that in a small
community, such as COIUl, ru-
mors can spread faster than
Wuykecanrun. One hot topic is
the reason that there are no foot-
ball helmets with a blue Camel
on the side. Some say that a
benefactor will threaten to stop
funding the Arboretum project
if even goal posts are put up.
Others say that the same person
will remove funding if a football
club is created.
But these rumors are just that:
rumors. There is no knowledge
in the Athletic Department of a
financial patron threatening to
remove funding from important
projects on campus if a team is
formed. The real reason for not
having football here is that there
has been no serious proposal to
start a tearn. Since going coed in
1969, the building of a stadium
has never been seriously con-
sidered. With such popular
sports as soccer, basketball,
rugby I and lacrosse around;
there just doesn't seem to be a
need for a football team.
Another reason for not estab-
lishing a team is that many Divi-
sion III schools in New England
don't even have one, including
Oar k and Babson.
If Significant interest and sup-
port is raised, then maybe the
school will think about starting
a team. But the chances of start-
ing up a football team for Conn
would be slim to none.
So those students that need
the feel of the pigskin on their
fingers, and the sight of a really
good touch down dance in the
end zone, will have to be con-
tent with the activities on
Harkness Green by people who
just love the game.
Women's Track
conunuedframp. /2 ------
won their race and shattered a
nine-year old school record.
Stellitano competed in the dis-
cus event and got second place.
Freshman Raven Hartog was
second in the pole vault compe-
titian. The 4xlOOm relay team,
again with Marsh, Br own,
Feinberg, and Menendez, fin-
ished second with their best time
this season. The field event
4XlOOm team of Lindy Graham,
Keira Hamilton, Anne Mullin,
and Nikeya KeUy also got sec-
ond place. The triple jump relay
group ofHamilton, Graham, and
freshman Cyn thia Gordon
ended up in second place and
set a school record. Despite two
members fouling out on their
jumps, the long jump relay team
Slet'~nc. Schnitter, Esq
Crowell & Moring, Washinglon, D_C.
Toom Low l;€nler, Class 0/1988
of Kelly, Mullin, Hamilton, and
Graham placed second also.
Senior Meghan Clay competed
in the women's 3000m steeple-
chase and finished third, setting
the school record. The high jump
relay of Graham, Kelly, and
freshman Kristie Alcock got
third place.
Other Conn athletes who
placed in the meet included
freshman Carlene Brown
(100m), Sherri Schultz (400m),
and the 4x400m relay team of
Schultz, Marsh, Menendez, and
sophomore Otsile Gaetsaloe
were fourth wi.th their best time
50 far this season. Also fourth
were the discus relay team of
Stellitano, Newhall, and Gor-
don. Sarah Feinberg finished
fifth in the 100m event. The
sprint medley team of Gaetsaloe,
junior Angela Grande, freshman
[jais Forde, and Kristie Alcock
were eighth. Latoya Marsh
(400m) also finished in the top
eight. Finally the shot put relay
team made up of the team's cap-
tains seniors Karen Menendez
and Meghan Clay, and junior
Karen Norenberg placed in the
top eight as well. This was the
first time any of the three had
competed in the shot put event,
and Norenberg in particular did
well. throwing the farthest for
her team.
The women' 5 track team, anx-
iously awaiting the coni.p\.etion
of the trac.kseason, wUl have a
heme meet at the vvatertcro
High School on Wednesday at
4:00 PM. They will travel to
Holy Cross to compete in ameet
next Saturday.
"My education at Touro Law Center
provided me with just what I needed-
a supportive environment where I had
access to other students, faculty
members, even the Dean, and a superior
grounding in both the theory and practice
of law.
"As Editor-in-Chief of The rouro
Law Review, I was well prepared to go
right to work. The demands of Law
Reviewwere commensurate with the
demands of a large law firm."
Touro's unique student-centered
culture offers a legal education in an
atmosphere of mutual respect, cooper-
ation, and collaboration. Faculty are
committed to professional develop-
ment and excellence in teaching.
Touro graduates, like Steven
Schnitzer, are well prepared when they
venture into the practice of law in
today's competitive and ever-changing
legal environment.
practice law
...absolutely. "
300 Nassau Road
Huntington, Long Island, NY 11743
516421·2244 Ext. 312 • 516421·2675 fax
http:lAw.w.lourolaw.edu
TDDIfIY,51642t-0416
lUllS DO€tor degree
u..M fOf foreign laJu.~
FuIVpoIHime, day/evening programs
.-
-
-
-
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Men's tennis
serves up an ace
by Katie Carpenter
COLLEGE VOICE
Themen's tennis team is look-
ing to have a another successful
season this spring, and so far
with a record of 5-2 they are
accomplishing this goal. Coach
Ken Kline says that the team is
beating the teams they should
beat and that the two losses they
have had have been to very good
teams. Although the line up has
been subject to change due to
injuries of some of the top play-
ers, the team has remained con-
sistently strong in every match.
juniorGianGiordanowhoplays
second singles has a lot of confi-
dence in the team, "There is a lot
of depth on the team and every-
one knows what they have to do
in each match. Each player has
risen to the occasion and stepped
Ul' to the level of play that they
\c..now lS ~o\n~ \0 make them
"N ux."\
Last season, the 1995 team had
the best record in men's tennis
history at Conn, at 12-1. This
year they hope to continue their
efforts and utilize the experience
of the team. There is one senior,
Captain Ross DeMont who plays
\
\
\
I
number six singles, and six [un-
iors, four of whom are in the top
positions. Freshmen Alex
Nagler completes the lineup at
number four. At number three,
junior Matt Hyotte carries the
best record thus far matching
the team record at 5-2 at third
singles, 9-4 over all.
Over spring break the team
took a trip to Venezuela. There
they trained for the upcoming
season while enjoying the sunny
weather. Upon returning, the
team jumped into their first
match against NYU. The fol-
lowing week Coach Kline said
that the team had their best
match so far this season. They
won the match 4-3, against
Wesleyan and everyone carne
together to pull it off. Giordano
was out due to and injury, and
everyone had to move up a po-
sition. This illustrated the deep-
ness of the team, and how they
were able to stay tocosed in \heir:
different positions.
Coach Ken Kline said at the
beginning of the season, "I be-
lieve that with the number of
returning players along with the
incoming freshman we can im-
prove both our ranking and
photo by Evan Coppola! Photography Editor
Kristin Brooks makes a quick-handed save during Friday's lacrosse
practice.
Women's track competes at Williams
by Angela Grande and
Kate Wilson
COLLEt~E VOICE
J
Going to Williams for an ath-
letic competition is never easy.
For Conn athletes it usually
means a long bus ride, bad
weather, and an uphill battle to
beat the horne team. The Con-
necticut College women's track
and field team experienced all
three on Saturday.
The women traveled to Will-
iams to compete in the Williams
Relays track meet. As a team,
Conn was unofficially third out
of thirteen teams with the offi-
cial results to come sometime
this week. Many school records
were broken in this competition.
Conn finished in the top three
in several events. Sophomore
Kerry Newhall won the javelin
competition. The javelin relay
team of Newhall, Meghan Clay,
and Kate Stellitano finished first
and broke the school record. The
4x200m relay team led by Latoya
Marsh, Carlene Brown, Sarah
Feinberg, and Karen Menendez
continued 11/1/'. //
\
junior Ted
and Field Team, 1S
became a provisio
Championships at
11", one inch off of the
is ranked ninth in the
to Ted Svehlik.
pilato by SJrarynMiskovitz! Tile College Voice
A.aron DeMaio risks grievous personal injury to make a shot during
practice.
standing in NESCACs ....We
have the talent experience and
determination to realize that
goal." After seven matches his
goals look quite realistic. The
team possesses these qualities
and more making the Connecti-
cut College Men's tennis team
destined for continued success
on and off the court.
Men's rugby: busting out
by Tim Hebda
COLLEGE VOICE
One of the least supported
sports of Connecticut College
has been the team tearing up the
fields this spring. The Men's
Rugby team has been walking
over various squads as they suc-
cessfully cruise through their
club season.
Two weeks ago the Camels
trounced Worcester St. squad,
24-0. Worcester St. was a formi-
dable squad who were much
larger physically than the Cam-
els. The Camels took an early
dominating lead and never let
up. "They were huge compared
to us, we have one of the small-
est teams this season that I can
remember. But ifyou know how
to play and work together you
can beat anybody.", said senior
team member Neil Schiavo.
Captain jay jaroch and back
Mark Tiede both posted great
games for the Camels. Simon
Levine said plainly, "we just out
skilled them."
The team has doubled its size
since the fall season, acquiring
many new comers to add to the
experienced players. The team's
success can be attributed to the
strong leadership of the veter-
ans as well as the strength of the
newer members. FreshmanSarn
200b believes that the team suc-
cess is due to the fact that the
experienced players take the
time to help those who are new
to the game.
Conn Rugby continued on its
tear by downing Wesleyan, 15-
12 in a nail biter! In the last four
minutes Conn was down 12-10,
before corning together in an in-
credible play to pull ahead. The
play was set up by Levine; then
sophomore Matt Stout picked
up the ball, put his head down,
and ran for 20 yards scoring the
winning try. The Camels
showed patience and skill hold-
ing on to the lead as the game
came to a close.
This week the men will go on
to face Clark University and the
Coast Guard Academy for local
bragging rights. Upcoming
games also include a match up
against the University of Hart-
ford away for their season closer
on April 27. The men hope they
can gain three quick victories
out of these contests so they can
move on to the upcoming Beast
of the East Tournament with
some good experience and a lot
of confidence. That will give the
few loyal fans a lot to cheer about!
er of the Men's Track
f the Week. SvehIik
CAA Division ill
ith a throw of 165'
'lIP~l!l~.gdistance. SvehIik
1§j(ll\.JbI1. Congratuations
1M Update:
21 Bragaw
dominates
B league
hoops
by Tom Ryan
ASSIST ANT IM DIRECTOR
21 Bragaw advanced to 3-0
with wins this week over
Whamo and Mushroom Tea.
BenSams (15points) and Cosmo
(18 points) helped defeat peren-
nial powerhouse Whamo 62-48.
Dave Kessler was on fire with 19
points, 7 rebounds, 4 steals, and
4 blocked shots, but to no avail.
RickStrattonalso looked impres-
sive with a basket and 3 fouls.
The tenacious defense of
Mushroom Tea was able to hold
Sams to 10 points and the team
to 35, but carne up short. Ben
Tripp was the leading scorer for
the losers.
James Brown came out victo-
rious against the Worse Team
Ever Created (WTEC) 52-39.
MattShay led all scorers with 17
points. Vin Talamo(10pts),Matt
Hyotte (11 pts), and Ethan
Rossiter (10 pts) all had big
nights despite playing for the
Worse Team Ever Created.
After dropping their horne
opener 50-31 against Shocker,
Plant found solace in their sec-
ond game of the season down-
ing Munkees 31 -27. Plant was
led by Crystal Carlton and
Zandy Mangold each with 10
points. john Rayesta led the
Munkees with eight.
Watch out for the No jordans.
Led by Kevin j azkiewicz (14
points), jeff Breshnahan (13
points), and Stan Ching (10
points), this bunch of wiley vets
seems to have what it takes early
on as they downed Mark
Driscoll (15 points) and Fat
Camp 45-36.
In Indoor Soccer, EnFuego
slipped by juventus 3-2asjamie
Tuttle netted 2 goals and justin
Wood tallied the singleton.
Yannie Moraitis and
Mohammed Diagne found
twine for the losers.
Goodfellas annihilated
Cmony-wonaIayme 7-3, behind
the strong ellorts of Ben "two
feet" Smith. Smitty had two
goals and two assists as well as a
slew of other nice plays, en route
to being named 1M Player of the
Week. Congratulations Ben.
Goodfellas was led by Peter
Shellield with two goals.
